The Byzantine Agreement problem has been widely discussed in the literature. Most BA protocols can reach a common agreement through fault masking. However, in a highly reliable fault-tolerant distributed system, reaching a common agreement is not enough. In this work, we take into consideration another related problem called the Fault Diagnosis Agreement (FDA) problem. The goal of solving the FDA problem is to make each fault-free processor detect/locate the common set of faulty components in the distributed system. In this study, a new protocol, the FDAML protocol, is introduced to solve the FDA problem with mixed faults on the links. The FDAML is capable of detecting/locating faulty links to reconfigure the unreliable general network into a reliable network, and is able to increase the system performance and strengthen network integrity.
INTRODUCTION
Step 4: Find out the paths, which stored the value λ in the MAT j for each processor P j (1≤ j ≤ n).
Set the dormant faulty path d_Path j =Null; d_Path j = d_Path j U{dormant faulty paths}. Find out the non-agreement value and non-λ value in the MAT j for each processor P j .
Set the arbitrary faulty path a_Path j =Null; a_Path j = a_Path j U{arbitrary faulty paths}.
Round 2
Step 1: Each processor P i (1≤ i ≤ n) transmits its d_Path i and a_Path i to all processors through c node-disjoint paths.
Step 2: The destination processor P j (1≤ j ≤ n) takes the majority messages from c node-disjoint paths to get the d_Path i and a_Path i .
Step 3: The destination processor P j can construct the D_Paths by d_Path i and A_Paths by a_Path i from all processors P i (for 1≤ i ≤ n). Set the dormant faulty path D_Path =Null; D_Paths = d_Path 1 U d_Path 2 U …U d_Path n-1 U d_Path n Set the malicious faulty path D_Path =Null; A_Paths = a_Path 1 U a_Path 2 U …U a_Path n-1 U a_Path n Fault Diagnosis Phase:
Step 1: Detect the dormant faulty link
Examine the D_Paths to find out the paths, which only contain one link. Set the dormant faulty link D_Links =Null, D_Links = D_Links U {dormant faulty links}.
Step 2: Detect the arbitrary faulty link There are at most (c-│D_Links│-1)/2 arbitrary faulty links in the network if c>2a +d. So that, examines the A_Paths to find out the links which appear times is the top (c-│D_Links│-1)/2 of the A_Paths. Set the arbitrary faulty link A_Links =Null, A_Links = A_Links U {arbitrary faulty links}.
Reconfiguration Phase:
Eliminate the link in the D_Links and A_Links to reconfigure the network logically. 
The message exchange phase
In the message exchange phase, the FDAML transmits the message(s) by using the concept of virtual channel; the virtual channel can let an un-fully connected network work just like a fully connected network. Because, each processor in the network has the common knowledge of the graphic information of the entire general network, and there are at least c (c>2a+ d) node-disjoint paths to each
processor. An example of virtual channels between the processor P 1 and processor P 3 is in Fig. 2 . In Fig. 2a, we show a general network. The connection state of the sender processor P 1 and connection state of the destination processor P 3 (Fig. 2b) . The node-disjoint paths from sender processor P 1 to destination processor P 3 (Fig. 2c ).
In the first round of message exchange phase, each destination processor P j collects other processors' initial value to construct the MAT j . According to the MAT j , processor P j can find out the dormant faulty paths by examining the value λ in the MAT j , and sets the d_Path j = d_Path j U {dormant faulty path}. The processor P j also can find out the arbitrary faulty path if the message in the MAT j is the non-agreement value and non-λ.value, and sets the a_Path j = a_Path j U{arbitrary faulty path},
In the second round of message exchange phase, each processor P i (for 1≤ i ≤ n) transmits its d_Path i and a_Path i to all processors through c node-disjoint paths. Then each destination processor P j can take the majority message from c paths to get the d_Path i and m_Path i . Then each destination processor P j constructs the same D_Path = d_Path 1 U d_Path 2 U …U d_Path n-1 U d_Path n and A_Path = a_Path 1 U a_Path 2 U …U a_Path n-1 U a_Path n .
The fault diagnosis phase
In the fault diagnosis phase, each processor can detect/locate the dormant faulty links by examining the D_Paths to find out the paths which only contain one link, and set the D_Links = D_Links U {dormant faulty links}. 
The reconfiguration phase
Each processor uses the results of D_Links and A_Links from the fault diagnosis phase to reconfigure the network by isolating the faulty communication links logically. After the reconfiguration, the distributed system can be more stable and the performance and integrity of the network can be guaranteed. (a) The general network with 4-connectivity (b) The connection state of the sender processor P 1 and that of the destionation processor P 3
(c) The node-disjoint paths from sender processor P 1 to destination processor P 3 
AN EXAMPLE OF EXECUTING FDAML
In this section, we give an example of executing FDAML. In Fig. 3a , there is a network with six processors and the connectivity c of the network is four. There is a dormant faulty link between processor P 3 and processor P 4 (Link 34 ), and an arbitrary faulty link between Processor P 1 and P 3 (Link 13 ). The initial value of each processor is assumed to be the same (This can be achieved by the protocol GPBA). In this scenario, we assume that the initial value of each processor is "1" as shown in Fig. 3b .
The message exchange phase
In the first round of message exchange phase, each processor P i (for 1≤ i ≤ n) in the network transmits its initial value to all other processors through c node-disjoint paths, then each destination processor P j can construct the matrix MAT j by the messages received from other processors as shown in Fig. 3c , e, g, i, k, and m. Each processor P j examines the values in the MAT j to find out the dormant faulty paths and arbitrary faulty paths. And sets the d_Path j = d_Path j U {dormant faulty paths}, and a_Path j = a_Path j U {arbitrary faulty paths}. In Fig. 3d , f, h, j, l, and n, shows the d_Path j and m_Path j of each destination processor P j .
In the second round of message exchange phase, each processor P i (for 1≤ i ≤ n) exchanges its 
The fault diagnosis phase
Each processor examines the D_Paths in Fig. 3(o) to find out the Link 34 is in dormant fault then set the D_Links={Link 34 }. There are at most 1((c-│D_Links│-1)/2 = (4-1-1)/2) arbitrary faulty link in the network for c>2a +d. Therefore, each processor examines the A_Paths to find out the link, which appear times is the top 1 at the A_Paths. So set the A_Links={Link 13 }
The reconfiguration phase
According to the D_Links and A_Links, to eliminate the Link 34 and Link 13 and then can reconfigure the network logically as shown in Fig. 3p . After reconfiguration, the performance and integrity of the network can be guaranteed.
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The node-disjoint paths from P1 to P1 P 1 P2 P1
The node-disjoint paths from P2 to P1 P 2 P1 P2 P3 P1 P2 P5 P1 P2 P6 P4 P1 The message received 1 0 1 1
The node-disjoint paths from P3 to P1 P 3 P1 P 3 P2 P1 P 3 P4 P1 P3 P6 P5 P1 The message received 0
The node-disjoint paths from P4 to P1 P 4 P1 P 4 P3 P1 P 4 P5 P1 P4 P6 P2 P1 The message received
The node-disjoint paths from P5 to P1 P 5 P1 P 5 P2 P1 P 5 P4 P1 P5 P6 P3 P1 The message received 1 1 1 0
The node-disjoint paths from P6 to P1 P 6 P2 P1 P 6 P3 P1 P 6 P4 P1 P 6 P5 P1 The message received 1 0 1 1 (c). The message received by P 1 in the first round of message exchange phase (The matrix MAT 1 ).
d_Path 1 ={(P 3 P 4 P 1 )} a_Path 1 ={(P 1 P 3 P 1 ), (P 2 P 3 P 1 ), (P 3 P 1 ), (P 5 P 6 P 3 P 1 ), (P 6 P 3 P 1 )} (d). The d_Path 1 and a_Path 1 of Processor P 1
The node-disjoint paths from P1 to P2 P 1 P2 P 1 P3 P2 P 1 P4 P6 P2 P1 P5 P2 The message received 1 1 1 1
The node-disjoint paths from P2 to P2 P 2 P1 P2 P2 P3 P2 P2 P5 P2 P2 P6 P2 The message received
The node-disjoint paths from P3 to P2 P 3 P2 P 3 P1 P2 P 3 P4 P5 P2 P3 P6 P2 The message received 1 0
The node-disjoint paths from P4 to P2 P 4 P1 P2 P 4 P3 P2 P 4 P5 P2 P 4 P6 P2 The message received 1
The node-disjoint paths from P5 to P2 P 5 P2 P 5 P1 P2 P 5 P4 P3 P2 P5 P6 P2 The message received
The node-disjoint paths from P6 to P2 P 6 P2 P 6 P3 P2 P 6 P4 P1 P2 P6 P5 P2 The message received 1 1 1 1
(e). The message received by P 2 in the first round of message exchange phase (The matrix MAT 2 ). d_Path 2 ={(P 3 P 4 P 5 P 2 ), (P 4 P 3 P 2 ), (P 5 P 4 P 3 P 2 )} a_Path 2 ={(P 3 P 1 P 2 )} (f). The d_Path 2 and a_Path 2 of Processor P 2
The node-disjoint paths from P1 to P3 P The node-disjoint paths from P6 to P3 P 6 P3 P 6 P2 P3 P 6 P4 P3 P6 P5 P1 P3 The message received 1 1 λ 1 (g). The message received by P 3 in the first round of message exchange phase (The matrix MAT 3 ).
d_Path 3 ={(P 1 P 4 P 3 ), (P 2 P 5 P 4 P 3 ), (P 3 P 4 P 3 ), (P 4 P 3 ), (P 5 P 4 P 3 ), P 6 (P 4 P 3 )} a_Path 3 ={(P 1 P 3 ), (P 2 P 1 P 3 )} (h). The d_Path 3 and a_Path 3 of Processor P 3
The node-disjoint paths from P1 to P4 P 1 P4 P 1 P3 P4 P 1 P2 P6 P4 P1 P5 P4 The message received 1
The node-disjoint paths from P2 to P4 P 2 P1 P4 P2 P3 P4 P2 P5 P4 P 2 P6 P4 The message received 1
The node-disjoint paths from P3 to P4 P 3 P4 P 3 P1 P4 P 3 P2 P5 P4 P3 P6 P4 The message received λ 0 1 1
The node-disjoint paths from P4 to P4 P 4 P1 P4 P 4 P3 P4 P 4 P5 P4 P 4 P6 P4 The message received 1
The node-disjoint paths from P5 to P4 P 5 P4 P 5 P1 P4 P 5 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P4 The message received
The node-disjoint paths from P6 to P4 P 6 P4 P 6 P2 P1 P4 P6 P3 P4 P 6 P5 P4 The message received 1 1 λ 1 (i). The message received by P 4 in first round of the message exchange phase (The matrix MAT 4 ).
d_Path 4 ={(P 1 P 3 P 4 ), (P 2 P 3 P 4 ), (P 3 P 4 ) , ( P 4 P 3 P 4 ), (P 5 P 2 P 3 P 4 ), (P 6 P 3 P 4 )} a_Path 4 ={(P 3 P 1 P 4 )} (j). The d_Path 4 The node-disjoint paths from P5 to P5 P 5 P1 P5 P 5 P2 P5 P 5 P4 P5 P 5 P6 P5 The message received 1 1
The node-disjoint paths from P6 to P5 P 6 P5 P 6 P2 P5 P 6 P3 P1 P5 P6 P4 P5 The message received 1 1 1 1 (k). The message received by P 5 in the first round of message exchange phase (The matrix MAT 5 ).
d_Path 5 ={(P 2 P 3 P 4 P 5 ), (P 3 P 4 P 5 ), (P 4 P 3 P 2 P 5 )} a_Path 5 ={(P 1 P 3 P 6 P 5 )} (l). The d_Path 5 and a_Path 5 of Processor P 5
The node-disjoint paths from P1 to P6
The node-disjoint paths from P2 to P6 P 2 P6 P 2 P1 P4 P6 P 2 P3 P6 P 2 P5 P6 The message received 1 1 1 1
The node-disjoint paths from P3 to P6 P 3 P6 P3 P1 P5 P6 P3 P2 P6 P3 P4 P6 The message received 1 1 1 λ
The node-disjoint paths from P4 to P6 P 4 P6 P4 P1 P2 P6 P4 P3 P6 P4 P5 P6 The message received
The node-disjoint paths from P5 to P6 P 5 P6  P5 P1 P3  P6  P5 P2 P6  P5 P4 P6  The message received  1  1  1  1 The node-disjoint paths from P6 to P6 P 6 P2 P6 P6 P3 P6 P6 P4 P6 P6 P5 P6 The message received 1 1 1 1 (m). The message received by P 6 in the first round of message exchange phase (The matrix MAT 6 ).
d_Path 6 ={(P 3 P 4 P 6 ), (P 4 P 3 P 6 )} a_Path 6 ={(P 1 P 3 P 6 )} (n). The d_Path 6 and a_Path 6 of Processor P 5 Fig. 3 . An example of executing FDAML (Cont'd.) D_Paths = {(P 3 P 4 P 1 ),(P 3 P 4 P 5 P 2 ), (P 4 P 3 P 2 ), (P 5 P 4 P 3 P 2 ),(P 1 P 4 P 3 ), (P 2 P 5 P 4 P 3 ), (P 3 P 4 P 3 ), (P 4 P 3 ), (P 5 P 4 P 3 ), (P 6 P 4 P 3 ), (P 1 P 3 P 4 ), (P 2 P 3 P 4 ), (P 3 P 4 ) , ( P 4 P 3 P 4 ), (P 5 P 2 P 3 P 4 ), (P 6 P 3 P 4 ), (P 2 P 3 P 4 P 5 ), (P 3 P 4 P 5 ), (P 4 P 3 P 2 P 5 ), (P 3 P 4 P 6 ), (P 4 P 3 P 6 )} A_Paths = {(P 1 P 3 P 1 ), (P 2 P 3 P 1 ), (P 3 P 1 ), (P 5 P 6 P 3 P 1 ), (P 6 P 3 P 1 ), (P 3 P 1 P 2 ), (P 1 P 3 ), (P 2 P 1 P 3 ), (P 3 P 1 P 4 ), (P 1 P 3 P 6 P 5 ), (P 1 P 3 P 6 )} (o). The D_Paths and A_Paths of each processor
(p) An network after reconfiguration 
THE CORRECTNESS AND COMPLEXITY OF DFAML
The following lemmas and theorems are used to prove the correctness of DFAML. Proof: Due to the message received from dormant faulty link can be detected if the protocol encodes a transmitted message by Manchester code before transmission. If the message received from the path is λ, then we can ensure that there is at least one dormant faulty link in the path, we call such path as the dormant faulty path. In DFAML, D_Paths is used to store the dormant faulty path. Therefore, we can examine the D_Paths to find out the paths, which only contain one link.
In case of only one link in the path, then the link is a dormant faulty link.
Lemma 2: If the path between the sender processor P i and destination processor P j is fault-free, then the received messages should be the same as the initial value of each processor by GPBA.
Proof: If the path between sender processor P i and destination processor P j is fault-free, then the message sent though the path is transmitted correctly. That is, if the sender processor P i sends its initial value v i to the destination processor P j , then the destination processor should receive the value v i correctly. According to the initial value of each processor is the same, so the received value v i should be the same as the processor P j 's initial value.
Lemma 3: Each processor can detect the arbitrary faulty path in the general network.
Proof: If the message received from the sender processor P i is not the initial value of each processor by GPBA and also not the value λ, then the path between the sender processor P i and destination processor P j is in arbitrary. 
CONCLUSION
By using the BA protocol GPBA [6] and FDA protocol FDAMIX [12] 
